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Needed: a New Approach to the Study of Pollen Dispersion 
By RONALD M. LANNER~) 

(Received for publication July 15, 1965) 

As genetics ass~umes more importance in forestry, the 
neod for accurate information on pollen dispersion becomes 
critical. In recent years forest geneticists have made many 
studies of pollen idispersal. And their results have been 
useld to determine safe isolation distances around seeld 
orchards anid to estimate ~distances across which populations 
may interbreed. 

The usual approach to the study of pollen dispersal is to 
measure the pollen density of the air a Eew feet above tlhe 
ground, at various ldistances from a known source, usually 
the edge of a forest or isolatetd trees.*) Typically these 
counts descriibe a gradient in which tlhe frequency of air- 
borne pollen ~declines rapidly as tihe distance from the 
source increases (figure 1). This rapid decline has led to 
the {belief that relatively narrow isolation strips (0.25 to 0.7 
miles) are satisfactory barriers to pollen contamination in 
sead orchards (STRAND 1957; WANG et al. 1960). WANG et al. 
(1960) admit that under certain cooditions (e. g. atmospheric 
turbulente anid strong winds) foreign pollen may penetrate 
the barrier, but it is expecteld that such pollen will be great- 
ly outnumbered lby pollen produced witlhin the seled or- 
chard. 

WRIGIIT (1953) ~has extrapolated short-distance dispersion 
data in estimating long-distance migration rates of pollen. 
He conclu~ded that pollen transporteld more than 10 miles 
is ineffective in preventing genetic differentiation, largely 
because of tlhe very small number of viable grains that he 
estimates would be present. 

Departures from tha Modd 

Because of the reliance that has been placeld on the re- 
sults of slhort-distance dispersion studies, it is important to 
exlplain departures from tihe model ldepicteld in figure I .  
The magnitude of such ldepartures is evidenceld by the fol- 
lowing : 

(a) SILEN (1962) monitored Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga men- 
ziesii [MIRB.] FRANCO) pollen in the center of a 3 X 14.5- 
mile treeless area in the Willamette Valley, Oregon. He 
recordeld up to 246 pollen grains per inch-er 24 hours dur- 

I )  Formerly Forester, Pacific Southwest Forest and Range Ex- 
periment Station, Forest Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture, 
Hilo, Hawaii; now with the School of Forestry, University of 
Minnesota. St. Paul. 

') BUELL 1947, COLWELL 1951, FLORENCE 1958, SILEN 1962, STRAND 1957, 
WANG et al. 1960, WRIGHT 1953, etc. 

ing a 5-lday period. The count would probalbly have been 
higher if counts had been made 'daily, thus slhowing peakc 
in the capture pattern. This view is based on the assump- 
tion that, as SARVAS' ldata (1955, 19162) show, peaks lasteld 
only a few hours. 

(ib) MESHKOV (1950) observed a ~deposit of pine pollen suf- 
ficiently heavy to color the soil of the main street in a vil- 
lage on the steppes of the USSR after a rainstorm. The 
nearest pine stands were 6-7 miles distant. 

(C) FLORENCE (1958) monitored slash pine (Pinus elliottii 
ENGELW.) pollen in a seed orchand that was 2.5 miles from 
the pollen source anld surrounideld iby a 2-mile wilde screen 
of harldwoods 100 feet tall. In a period uf calm weather, anid 
a fairly heavy pollen croip, he found pollen density wss 
more tihan 6 percent of tihe ldensity at the source. In the 
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Figure 1. - Typical pollen dispersion curves lderived from studies of 
short-distance transport, from several sources cited in footnote 2. 






